
NOTE: RBCD is no longer in business.  
A few sizes are available.  See PRICE sheet.

HIGH VELOCITY
HIGH PERFORMANCE

PROFESSIONAL AMMUNITION

RBCD Performance Plus

Handgun /Rifle Ammunition has 
the highest velocity of any 
commercially available 
ammunition, at Standard 
Pressure Levels (never Plus P or 
higher pressure levels). RBCD 
Performance Plus bullets are 
designed foremost for safety 
with exacting performance 
levels required for: 

•Personal Defense
•Home Security
•Law Enforcement
•High Level VIP Protection
•Hunting - Small & Large Game 

When You Want the BEST...
You Want RBCD Performance Plus Ammunition

Clay Block Left: Shot with a 230 gr. Hydroshok 45 ACP. 
Right: Shot with RBCD Performance Plus 90 gr. TFSP 45 ACP.

 Art of DeSpain LLC  - Sedona, AZ 86336  
michael@artofdespain.com 928-300-7981

Self Defense Division of:

Stopping Power 
like NO OTHER 

CARTRIDGE...PERIOD

Arizona 
Performance Ammo

Demo Video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ea2es1K7QsQ  



Cavities produced are 
permanent cavities not 

temporary stretch cavities

Cavity
Diameter

Penetra-
tion

Cavity Diameter and Penetration 
depth shot at 30' through four (4) 

layers of Ballistic Nylon into calibrated 
10% Ordnance Gelatin at 34 degrees. 
(44 Mag shot at 25 yards and Ri�es at 

100 yards - 50 BMG at 500 yards.) 

Maximum Velocity
(For Flatter Trajectory, Longer Range)

Maximum Energy
( More Knock Down Power)

Maximum Controlled Penetration
(Sure Kills, Less Lost Game)

This ammunition is designed exclu-
sively for use on the larger more 

dangerous game animals of the North 
American continent.

* Dangerous or Big Game

LONG GUN  Box  $ PRICE                                                                                                        
300 Rem UM 112 gr. 20 62.00 TFSP  4100+ fps / 4256+ �bs * 11” 20” 
300 Rem UM 124 gr. 20 64.00 
338 Win (1 box)  20  68.75 
338 Rem (1 box)  20 69.00  Mag 200 gr

ALL Handgun ammo 20 rounds per box
Hangun TPD 50.00 

454 Casull (1 box)              120 gr.

NOTE: RBCD Ammo is no longer in business.  It has been reported 
that the owner passed away and the family elected not to continue 
the business.  The inventory above is all I have left.

Personal Defense
Civilian Ammo - Personal Defense - 
Home Security
Key Bene�ts
•Designed for Controlled limited 
penetration
•Designed for maximum energy 
transfer
•Designed for reduced recoil
•Designed for reduced ricochet
•Designed for superior accuracy

TFSP = Total Fragmenting Soft Point
TPD = Tactical Personal Defense   
 (Limited Range Round)
BMTSP = Blended Metal Technology  
 Soft Point.

Price & Spec Sheet 

Freight FOB origin, calculated and 
added at time of shipment.
US Sales ONLY
To order:  email 
michael@artofdespain.com
Sedona, AZ



De�nitions
What is:

•TFSP - Total Fragmenting Soft Point  (personal defense ammunition)
•TPD - Tactical Personal Defense (available in limited handgun calibers)
•BMT - Blended Metal Technology
•BMTSP - Blended Metal Technology Soft Point (rifle calibers)

Please note that velocities, energy levels, bullet weights and any or all of the bullet design are subject to change without notice due to 
on-going research and development work and design processes. Case weights and bullet weights may vary due to on-going research 
and developments. RBCD Performance Plus also available loaded with standard premium bullets. Your velocities and energy levels may 
vary from that listed here and on cartridge boxes due to temperature, �rearms manufacturers tolerances, and barrel length. To include 
but not limited to the type, accuracy, and condition of the chronograph used, and other conditions and factors beyond our control. 

RBCD Performance Plus Ammunition is high performance, high intensity ammunition, that requires the �rearms used must be in good 
condition and designed for high intensity ammunition. RBCD Performance Plus Ammunition assume no warranty or liability expressed 
or implied for the use or muses of this ammunition. Misuse can and may cause serious injury and / or death. KEEP OUT OF THE REACH 
OF CHILDREN. Firearms need to be clean and the barrel free from any fouling to use these cartridges. Use with caution in safe condi-
tions, and only after proper instruction from a quali�ed instructor.

Art of DeSpain LLC  -  Sedona, AZ 86336     michael@artofdespain.com    928-300.7981

Policies:

All orders must be prepaid via Credit Card, certified funds or wire transfer.  
There are NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES on AMMUNITION

Freight is FOB destination and will be added to your invoice.

Self Defense Division of:

Stopping 
Power 
like NO 
OTHER 

CARTRIDGE
 

RPCD 
Performance 

Plus Ammo

Available at Arizona 
Performance Ammo

michael@artofdespain.com
928-300-7981

Sedona, AZ

Arizona Performance Ammo
Demo Video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ea2es1K7QsQ  



Trophy Gallery

This page is devoted to Game Photo's and Hunting Stories 
contributed by individuals who have taken their game using 
RBCD Performance Plus Ammunition.  Also, included on this 
page - targets!

If you have a photo and story or target you would like to share - 
please forward to: Art of DeSpain, LLC at 100 N. Primrose Point, 
Sedona, AZ 86336 or email to jms2@ix.netcom.com. Sorry, 
photo's / targets / stories / letters can not be returned and 
become the property of Art of DeSpain LLC and may be used / 
reproduced at Art of DeSpain option. Please sure to include 
your contact information.

Following testimonials were contributed to RBCD Performance 
Plus. 

White Tail
You know it wasn't so long ago (I'm 63) that we bought 44 Mag. 
revolvers so we could get 1000# of energy in a handgun for 
hunting.  Now I have it in a little lite G-29 10mm and with your 
fragmenting bullet it's more e�ective than the old 44 Mag. and 
here's how I know.

On the next road over I took a white tail with your 10mm 
round.   Hit it exactly where I aimed.  2/3's of the way up the leg 
and a little forward (shoulder).  The deer went straight down 
and nothing moved at all.  Like God himself had struck it dead.  
Never did that with my Model 29 .44 and I tried often.  Looks 
like you guys have done more for the handguns than the 
handgun companies themselves.  Really historical.

Contributed by:  Robert "Bob" Schoenheit

Texas Boar
I am enclosing a few pictures of a Texas Boar that I shot Thanks-
giving weekend (2003) with one of your incredible rounds.  The 
round was a RBCD Performance Plus in .308, shot out of a 
Steyer SSG PII with an old Unertl scope.  The combo is deadly.  
The boar was about 75 meters away when I shot him.  He did 
manage to run a few meters before realizing he was dead; and 
then he politely fell over.   It is hard to tell from the pictures but 
the boar is about a 220-240 lb. porker.

The entry wound was a small hole on the right shoulder.  THERE 
WAS NO EXIT WOUND!  All of the energy was properly released 
in the pig's "boiler room" and brought down the animal in 
short order.

Good job on this ammo.  I now carry RBCD Performance Plus in 
my .40, .45 and 357 Sig. Defensive arms.

Contributed by"  D.K. Williams, Ft. Worth, Texas

Deer
Deer taken using RBCD Performance Plus 308 Win. Ammo at 
150 yards.

Elk
I bought two boxes of RBCD Performance Plus 270 Win. 110 gr ammo 
for an elk hunt, and I am really glad I did.  Although I took a small 
(yearling cow) elk at fairly close range (about 70 yard), I took it with a 
single shot.  The cover was pretty heavy and I couldn't see where she 
went after the shot.

After locating my friend's cow (larger animal, taken with  5 or 6 shots 
of a .338 Win Mag  at about 60 yards), we began trying to pick up a 
trail to start tracking mine.  My friend went to where he �rst saw them, 
and I tried to get back to the point where I �red.  My friend yelled "Oh, 
here it is!"   It had dropped where I shot it, and slid a few yards down-
hill.  It had a single hole in the ribcage just behind the shoulder.

My friend's elk didn't fare as well.  He had numerous shots, and several 
went completely through.  His cow didn't go down immediately, and 
walked about 15 yards to stand, eventually falling.  I wonder what the 
result would have been, had my friend used RBCD Performance Plus 
ammo.

I am sold on your ammo, and will continue to use it and will recom-
mend it to all my hunting compadres.  Thanks for producing a great 
product!

Contributed by: Scott W., Los Alamos, NM

Caribou
I took this Caribou about 45 miles NNW of King Salmon, AK, using a 
custom built .300 Win and RBCD Performance Plus 300 Win, 112 grain 
ammunition.  I had seen a demonstration of the ammunition at a local 
gun show and decided to try it out.  The animal was taken from 339 
yards away and the internal damage done was truly astounding.

I was always taught the bigger the game, the heavier the bullet.   Not 
anymore.  You have a new believer here.

Contributed by:  Trace Courtney, Hubbard, TX

Corsican / Mu�on Big Ram
My hunting trip was successful because of your ammunition.  I chased 
my Corsican / Mu�on Big Ram for over four hours and �nally 
ambushed him at over one hundred yards.  He was hit just behind the 
shoulder, went ten yards and collapsed.  He had an exit wound over 
2"s in diameter.  Dropped like a rock.  My guide told me that he has 
never seen a ram go down that fast, especially when the ram had just 
started to run for it's life.  Thanks again for bringing my ram down with 
not the most perfect shot, where as other ammunition might have left 
me with a wounded animal to trail.

Contributed by:  Norman Metcalf, Florida

Wild Pigs
Both pigs taken using RBCD Performance Plus 40 S&W ammunition at 
approximately 50 yards.

Contributed by:  Harvey, TEXAS



Backup Weapon Performance
I use your ammunition and recommend it to my colleagues in the LE and 
Intelligence Communities. I recently used my Seecamp 32 ACP backup 
weapon to �nish what I didn't with my Steyr SSG. I shot a 45+ pound Coyote 
on a �eld at our main ranch in Florida, The coyote moved as I shot and I hit 
him in the spine instead of the head as I had intended, The spinal shot 
rendered the coyote paralyzed from just behind the front shoulders. He drug 
himself up a tree line between two �elds. I saw him at between 15 and 18 
feet and used my Seecamp 32 with RBCD ammunition. One shot in his chest 
virtually blew him completely o� the ground, up in the air �ipping him 
completely over, Skinning revealed a very small entry hole and massive 
internal damage beyond what I would have expected from a regular 45 AC). 
There was no exit wound.

I bring this to your attention because while it is anecdotal it is clear evidence 
of the powerful e�ects of what happens to an animal when hit with your 
ammunition... Also, some of my colleagues have questioned my use of what 
they consider a very small 32 ACP as a backup weapon. With RBCD ammuni-
tion it is anything but small. Thank you for making a great product that 
those of us who have to rely on the performance of our weapons and 
ammunition have the con�dence that we will stop what needs to be 
stopped with one shot.

K. E. Brooten, Jr., Chief Counsel, United States Congress (Ret.)

Military Action
December 2005, north of XXXX Iraq, my recovery team came under �re from 
several insurgents in a pickup truck. I was on watch when the vehicle came 
within 10 meters from my position. One of the insurgents in the bed of the 
truck identi�ed my position and pointed his AK-47 toward me. My M-4 was 
chambered with RBCD Performance Plus 5.56 ammunition and it is my belief 
that without the RBCD's ammunitions ability to cause cavitations from 
fragmentation (Military ball ammo would have simply penetrated and 
passed through the insurgent resulting in my demise - I would like to take 
my time and congratulate and thank RBCD for manufacturing such �ne 
ammo). Your RBCD product saved my life because three rounds neutralized 
the mentioned insurgent and gave me the ability to engage every other 
occupant of the vehicle, which would have taken my life without a thought. 
Thank you for the �ne ammunition which you produce, and thank you for 
giving me the ability to protect myself better in combat and now at home.

Proud American Soldier

Water Jug
...I took my old shooting buddy to the gun club. He is a long ri�e accuracy / 
varmit hunter. I set a gallon milk jug at 15 feet from us. It was �lled with 
water and the top was sealed on with duct tape. I shot the milk jug with one 
of your 9mm rounds from a Berretta. Water showered both of us down good. 
My buddy said he had seen a center�re ri�e do that, but never a handgun. 
He was really impressed and immediately bought some for his defensive 
handgun. Thanks for a real life-saving product.

W.M. Matthews, Tennessee

Police Action
...I had an occasion to use your ammo in .40 cal., �red from a Glock Model 23, 
from approximately 12 feet. The reaction from the hit on the robbery 
suspect was something I have never seen or experienced in 29 years of law 
enforcement. The suspect was "slammed" down, landing about 6 feet 
outside the front door of the restaurant which he had just robbed. He was 
unable to get a shot o� at me, due to the tremendous impact and reaction 
to the .40 caliber round that struck him (of course shot placement helped). 
The local PD...was very impressed with the performance of the ammunition 
as well. Needless to say, I am a convert to using RBCD Performance Plus 
ammunition in all my guns and magazines. Hopefully others will not need a 
personal experience like mine to switch to RBCD ammo.

Michael, Retired PD

Assorted Targets
...I ran some of your 32acp, 380acp and 45acp ammo through some 1 gallon 
water jugs and some nice looking watermelons. This wasn't a scienti�c test, 
but a country boy's curiosity. I'll have to say I learned very quick to close my 
mouth before I pulled the trigger, because the blow back from the targets 
was that severe. It's one thing to watch the video and say "yeah right". It's 
another to pull the trigger and say DA..!! .......I got to see the penetration 
potential when the round went through both sides of the 55 gallon steel 
drum and a cardboard backstop without expanding! But when it hit the jug 
of water, ..only three small pieces made it to the cardboard with about an 8 
inch spread. This is the most absolutely incredible stu� I've ever �red.

Cole, Mt. Juliet

32 Acting Like a 45
...Picked up a box of 32ACP at a Waco Gunshow. Shot them all through a 
Seecamp....recorded velocities averaged 1358 fps.....functioned several 
through the action and found no damage to the rounds resulted. Ejection 
was snappy and feeding was completely reliable. I shot a couple through a 
16 oz. plastic bottle �lled with water causing a .45 signature on a thick 
cardboard backer. The jacket peeled in the manner that showed expansion 
well initiated in the water column. The impression is the rounds give a useful 
combination of expansion and penetration through a Seecamp. Was 
impressed with the structural integrity and positive function of the rounds.

Mike, Waco, Texas

Melon Fun in KY
I �rst encountered your fantastic ammo on KTOG & the Golden Loki groups. 
RBCD Performance Plus is the ONLY ammo I carry after I performed my own 
experiments with it in di�erent cals. One fun experiment I performed with 
RBCD Performance Plus in 45 ACP 90 gr. was to �re it into a head-sized hard 
skinned melon at a distance of 10ft....

Well, the melon DISAPPEARED - VAPORIZED....

Oh yes, A friend who was standing 20 ft. to the side & away from the melon 
said small wet things �ew through the air & landed on him immediately 
after the melon vaporized. HeHeHe...

DEVOTED FAN OF RBCD Performance Plus FROM KENTUCKY

Bull Elk
I shot a 6X6 Bull Elk at 225 yards with the RBCD Performance Plus 308 
ammunition. The bull weighed 498 kilograms (1100 lbs.). The bullet 
penetrated 37 inches - it was a One Shot Kill! It's a super game bullet - I want 
more!

Jacque Melborne, Sakatoon

Kimber Ultra Elite
WOW! My Kimbler ultra elite with it's 3" barrel has the power of a cannon 
with less felt recoil. I am impressed.

D. Payne, Texas

Agent Edge
You've given my agents back the edge in �re power, performance, accuracy 
and self protection with the RBCD Performance Plus ammunition.

Agent F. R.

RBCD Security
The RBCD Performance Plus Ammunition is the most devastating that I have 
ever shot! It is accurate and reliable.

Pery Hindsen, former Federal Agent / Security Consultant

Testimonials


